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PREFACE

Since the era we are going through may be named as the information era, the

production of information, by all means, is the issue. What is more important IS, the

protection of the information produced.

Protection is needed in two cases; the first one is the desire to keep the original

information from being altered by unauthorized or ill-willed people who may have

intercepted it. The second is the desire to keep the information totally secret.

The best way to provide secrecy is achieved by means of ENCRYPTION, which is

simply substituting symbols or other letters in for the original symbols or letters that make

up the information. To obtain the original information, the algorithm used for encryption is

needed in order to revert the document to its real form. This process is named as

DECR YPTION.

The science of secrecy for information hiding is known as CRYPTOLOGY; which

originates from two Greek words cryptos-secret, logos-science.

The art of trying to find out ways and algorithms to hide information is studied

under a special branch of cryptology named as CRYPTOGRAPHY.

As well as hiding the information, there may come a time where the hidden

information has to be intercepted and decrypted.l To do this, one has to know the

encryption algorithm. If it is a time of war and the one side has intercepted an encrypted

message of the other side, it may well be assumed that the encryption algorithm is not

known. Then encryption is to be done by alternative methods. The act of decrypting

encrypted messages, without the presence of the encryption algorithm, is studied under the

CRYPTANALYSIS branch of cryptology.

1 To discuss the moral and ethics involved with the act of cryptanalysis is well beyond the scope of this thesis.
ii
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In order to perform the act of cryptanalysis, one has to know primarily the language

in which the original message was produced and grammar rules, letter combinations,

mostly used letters and words, etc. All of these pnmary concerns are called as the

cryptanalytical measures of a language.

The objective of this thesis is to obtain the cryptanalytical measures of the words

used in Turkey Turkish by Markov Processes Approach. The study is based on the

"Cryptanalytical Measures of Turkey Turkish for Symmetric Cryptosystems" unpublished

Ph.D. Thesis by Asistant Prof. Dr. Ahmet Hasan KOL TUKSUZ.

Although works on other languages such as English, German, French and many

others have been totally completed, the only cryptanalytical study completed on Turkey

Turkish language is the above mentioned Ph.D. thesis. It is hoped that this thesis will

provide the necessary background and inspiration for the new comers, to the informartion

theory world, to extend the studies and help to bring together a thorough cryptanalytical

database for Turkey Turkish.
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ABSTRACT

This study based on the prevIOUS works of Assistant Prof. Dr. Ahmet Hasan

KOLTUKSUZ, is about obtaining cryptanalytical measures of Turkey Turkish words based

on Markov processes approach.

ABSTRAKT

Tiirkiye Tiirk<;:esi kelimeleri kriptanalitik ol<;:iitlerinin Markov yakla~lmlanyla

olu~turulmasma dayanan bu <;:ah~manm temelini Yrd. Do<;:. Dr. Ahmet Hasan

KOLTUKSUZUN onceki <;:ah~malantemel almarak hazlrlanml~tlr.
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CHAPTER 1 : MATERIAL AND METHOD

Since this thesis is based on the previous works of Asst. Prof. Dr. Ahmet Hasan

KOL TUKSUZ, the material and method used is exactly the same. However for the words

of Turkey Turkish the Redhouse dictionary was used as explained below. 1

1. 1 Hardware and Software used

Cryptanalytical studies are performed on huge scale texts, and the words or more

correctly different and so many combinations of the characters making up the text is

numerous. Viewing the process from this side, it is an I/O bound process.

For the text formation PC based Compact Pentium MMX computer has been used

and the software is Windows '95 Office based programs.

1 . 2 Filtration

The text worked on has been obtained from the Redhouse Turkish Dictionary. All

the words listed in the dictionary was first transferred to the electronic environment. The

ones starting with capital letters were changed to small ones. Words that are spelled exactly

the same but carry different meanings were located and only one was kept, the remaining

were deleted from the list. Then the idioms and phrases with more than one words were

modified to appear as one single word, spaces in between being deleted. The words which

are no longer in today' s Turkey Turkish were removed.

1.3 Method

After the Redhouse dictionary has been filtered, all the words were transferred to

appear in their consonant-vowel pattern. The study then was performed on these c-v

patterns obtained. The conditional probabilities from 0 to 4th order were obtained by the use

of Markov Process Approach.

I Ahmet Hasan KOL TUKSUZ, Simetrik Kriptosistemler ir;in Tiirkiye Tiirkr;esinin Kriptanalitik Glr;iitleri,
unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Ege Oniversitesi Fen Bilimleri Enstitlisti, Bilgisayar Mtihendisligi Anabilim
DaiI,izmir 1995, pp. 4 -13.



CHAPTER 2 : STATISTICAL BACKGROUND

2 . 1 Introduction

This chapter involves definitions of concepts repeatedly used throughout the

following chapters and some examples to make these concepts more understandable.

2 . 2 Probability Theory

2 . 2 . 1 Definition of Probability

"If the experiment is performed n times and the event A occurs n(A) times, then, with

a high degree of certainty, the relative frequency n(A)/n of the occurrence of A is close to

P(A):

P(A) ~n(A)/n

provided that n is sufficiently large." I

Using the term "sufficiently large" is a must because, in order to say the probability

of observing a specific event is some number, one has to repeat the experiment endless

times. To clear this expression from the definition it is necessary to develop a more

explanatory and complete mathematical form. This can be summarized as :

2 . 2 .2 Joint Probability

peA) = lim
n~ 8

nCA) 2

n

Considering two events such as A and B, one can obtain the individual or

sometimes called marginal probabilities using the definition given above as peA) and PCB) .

I Athanasios Papoulis, Probability of Random Variables, and Stochastic Processes, p.3.

2 ibid., p.6
2



If the concern is the probability of observing A and B occurring simultaneously, then a new

term is needed to define this probability. To make it more clear an example could be, event

A as observing 1 from a die throw and event B as observing a tale from the toss of a coin.

Another example is drawing a marble twice from a bag which contains 3 red and 2 blue.

The probability of observing two or more events occurring simultaneously is named

asjoint probability and denoted as P(AB).

2 . 2 . 2 . 1 Mutual Exclusiveness

If any two events cannot occur simultaneously then they are said to be mutually

exclusive, in notation P(AB) = 0 .

From set theory it is known that

P(AB) = peA) + PCB) - P(A+B)

P(A+B) is the probability of observing event A or event B. In other words observing

at least one of the two events occurring (Union of events)

It can be concluded from the above that if two events are mutually exclusive then

the probability of either one of them occurring is equal to the sum of their marginal

probabilities. In notation;

P(A+B) = peA) + PCB)

2 . 2 . 2 . 2 Independence

Considering any two events, if occurrence of one of them has no effect on the

occurrence of the other then the two events are called independent. In the coin toss

3



example, the outcome of the first throw say a head will not have any influence on the

second throw, chances being the same as a head or a tail.

If two events are independent then their joint probability is equal to the product of

their marginal probabilities. In notation:

P(AB) = peA) PCB)

2 . 2 . 3 Conditional Probability

In repeated experiments where events are dependent, if the occurrence of a certain

event is known then the probability of sequential events can be determined.

The conditional probability of occurrence of event A assummg event B has

occurred is denoted by PCB / A) and is written as

PCB / A) = PCAB) / PCB)

"This result can be phrased as follows ;If one discards all the experiments in which

'he event B did not occur and retains only the subsequence of experiments in which B did

occur, then P(A/B) equals 'he relative frequency of occurrence n(AB)/n(B) of the event A in

h b ,,3, at su sequence.

2 . 3 Random Variables

2 . 3 .1 Definition

A random variable is a number assigned to every single outcome of an experiment.

If it is to be viewed as a function, then it is defined as a function whose domain is a set of

all experimental outcomes.

3 Athanasios Papoulis, Probability of Random Variables, and Stochastic Processes, p.28.
4



One has the experiment E with the sample space S and V a subset of this sample

space called events and probabilities assigned to these events. Thus a function x is created

with domain the set S, and range a set of numbers. This function created is called a random

variable if it satisfies the conditions below:

1. The set { x = x } is an event for every x.

2. The probabilities ofP(8) and P(-8) is equal to zero.

2.3.2 Two Random Variables

In the case of two random variables, one has to consider bivariate statistics instead

of marginal ones. When two random variables are concerned, it points out that one of them

is the set {x = x } and the other is another set { y = y } both satisfying the conditions to

be a random variable.

2 . 3 . 2 .1 Joint Probability

The joint probability of two random variables is defined as

P { x = x n y = y} or simply shown as P { x = x, y = y}.

It follows from the definition that among a list of possible outcomes of two

experiments the lines in which x = x and y = y appear at the same time will be counted as

n( x , y ) and sum of all lines being n, then joint probability in terms of relative frequency

IS;

P ( x , y ) = n( x , y )/n

2 . 3 . 2 . 2 Conditional Probability

Conditional probability for two random variables is defined as the probability of y =

y assuming that x = x and denoted as P ( y = y / x = x ) . Writing it in the open form:

5



P(y=y/ x=x)=P(y=y, x=x)/P( x=x).

In order to obtain this probability it is obvious that one has to know the joint

probability of the two random variables as well as their marginal probabilities.

2.4 Entropy

Entropy is the measure of uncertainty associated with a random variable. 4

In other words; the more one is certain that an event is to occur, the less is the

entropyof that event, or the less likely it is for an event to occur, the less is its entropy. For

a random variable say x its entropy is denoted by H(x) and is equal to

H ( x ) = - 2: p( x = x ) log p( x = x )

or simply shown as

H ( x ) = - 2:p( x) log p( x )

It is known that the probability of a random variable is a number between 0 and 1.

From this, it follows that entropy associated with a random variable which has only two

values is also a number between 0 and 1. If p(x) = 0 or p (x) = 1 then the entropy in both

casesis zero. In the first case, one is certain that the event will not occur and in the second

one it is 100% that the event is to occur. In other words there is no uncertainty associated

withthe events, therefore their entropies are zero.

If the probability ofa random variable is 0.1, then it can be concluded that the event

is very less likely to occur. There is not much uncertainty. It is the same in the case where

the probability is 0.9. This shows that the event is very much likely to occur, again pointing

to a certain case.

• Pierce, 1. R., An Introduction to Information Theory, p.13.
6
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When the probability is 0.5, one is not certain whether the event is to occur or not.

In other words the probability of the event occurring or not occurring is equal to each other.

This is the case where uncertainty is maximum.

From the definition and the formulae it can be concluded that if all the events are

likely to occur with the same probability then the entropy associated with the random

variable is at its maximum value.

2 . 4 . 1 Joint Entropy

If a pair of random variables is taken instead of a single one, then one has to

consider their bivariate statistics instead of marginal ones. Joint entropy can be defined as

the uncertainty associated with a pair of random variables. It is formulated as follows;

H ( x , y ) = - L L P ( x , y ) log p( x , y )

H (x, y) is the joint entropy of the pair of random variable x and y.

p (x, y ) is the joint probability of the pair of random variable x and y.

2 . 4 . 2 Conditional Entropy

Considering the definition of conditional probability, conditional entropy can be

explained in a similar way. For a pair of random variables x and y , conditional entropy of y

known that x has occurred is denoted by H ( y / x ) and is equal to

H ( y / x ) = -L L P ( x , y ) log p( y / x )

log p( y / x ) is the conditional probability of y assuming x = x

To state this in another way it can be said that H (y / x) is the uncertainty

7



associated with y = y in the subsequence of experiments that x = x has been observed. 5

2.4.2.1 Chain Rule

The chain rule sates that joint and conditional entropies are related in the following

way;

H(x,y)=H(x)+H(Y/X)6

This equality states that joint entropy is a function of marginal entropy and

conditional entropy.

2 . 5 Stochastic Processes

2 . 5 . 1 Definition

" A stochastic Process with parameter space T and a state space E is a collection of

random variables { x I, t eT } defined on the same probability space and taking values in

En.

Depending on the parameter and state space, processes are classified as discrete or

continuous. For this thesis parameters are the letters of the Turkey Turkish alphabet,

where there are 29 of them starting from A ending with Z, therefore the parameter space is

discrete. For the state space, it is the position of the letter in the sequence of letters forming

meaningful words, and since that is countable many values it is considered discrete state

space. So the process that is to be analyzed is a discrete parameter and discrete state space

type stochastic process.

i Athanasios Papoulis, Probability of Random Variables and Stochastic Processes, p.549.

6 The proof is in Pierce, J. R., An Introduction to Information Theory, p.13.

1 Sahinoglu, Prof. Dr. Mehmet, Applied Stochastic Processes, p.13.
8
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Stochastic processes can also be defined simply as a collection of indexed events

such as Xl , X2 , X3 , XLI , Xn-l , Xn. For all those events there corresponds a state

defining in what stage the process is and denoted as Xn = j and is pronounced as the process

is in state j at time n. And for any time the process being in a certain state is assigned a

probability and denoted as p ( Xn= j ) and is called the state probability.

2 . 5 . 2 Markov Processes

2 . 5 . 2 • 1 Definition

Markov processes are a special case of stochastic processes where the next state of

the process is independent of the past states, if the previous state is known. For a stochastic

process to be a Markov process, it has to have a discrete state space with finite number of

elements in its parameter space. To formulate this phrase mathematically:

2 . 5 . 2 . 2 Mathematical Explanation

Let T = { 0 , 1, 2 , 3..} then for all positive integers q ,

nl < n2 < n3 < 114 <.ng-l < ng ,

p ( Xnl= kl , Xn2= k2 , xng= kg ) is equal to

p ( xng= kg I Xnl = kj ,Xng-l= kg-I) p (Xnl = k1 , Xn2= k2, Xng-l= kg-I)

or in the simplest and compact form it is equal to

2 . 5 . 2 . 3 Order of a Markov Process

As well as state probabilities, another important feature of the Markov Processes is

8 The proof is in Sahinoglu, Prof. Dr. Mehmet, Applied Stochastic Processes, p.19.
9
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the state transition probabilities, i.e. the probability of the process moving to the next state

knowing that it is in its present state. If the process is known to be in state j at time m , and

the probability in concern is the process being in state k at time n (provided that n > m )

then the transition probability of the process being at state k at time n, given that it is at

state j at time m can be written as

P j,k (m,n) = p (xn = k / Xm = j )

If n = m+ 1 then the above equality can be rewritten as

p j,k (m,m+1) = p (Xm+1 = k / Xm = j) = P j,k (m)

p j,k (m) is called the one state transition probability and as can be noted, only one

present time is shown. The state to be moved is understood as the state following the

present one.

The number of steps needed to be taken to reach a certain state is referred to as the

order of a Markov Process. In the one state transition probability, since to reach the desired

state takes only one step, the order of the process is 1. To phrase it correctly ,it is called a

First Order Markov Process implying that every state is a function of only the state that it

precedes and independent of all the others before that state.

So it can be concluded that the order of a Markov Process is determined by the

number of steps needed to be taken (or number of states that have to be passed through) to

reachthe desired state. Simply the order is the difference n-m.

There is a special case named as a Zero Order Markov Process . This yields to the

conclusion that in order to reach a desired state, it is not necessary to take any step ,

10



meaning the state is independent of all other states and is determined only by itself. This

can be shown by using definitions of conditional probability and independence.

p ( Xn = k / Xn-l =j , Xn-2= I, Xl =w) is equal to

P (xn = k) p ( Xn-l =j , Xn-2= I, Xl =w) / p (Xn-l =j , Xn-2= I , XI =w).

Which then is simply equal to p ( Xn = k ).

2 . 6 Examples

2 . 6 . 1 Letter frequencies

Taking the meaningful text produced in Turkey Turkish

"Bu tez c;ah~masl ileride kriptanaliz konusunda c;ah~mak isteyenlere yardlmcl olmak amaCl

ile hazlrlanml~tIr."

One can obtain letter frequencies and probabilities as follows;

In order to obtain the frequency of letter "a" (or "A") first the total number of a's

n(a), present are counted and they add up to 12. Then the number of all letters forming the

sentence n(total) are counted and they are 95. The relative frequency of letter "a" , the

probability of observing an "a" in this text is calculated as

p (a) = n(a) / n(total)

= 12/95

= 0.1263

For the relative frequency ofletter "m", the total number ofm's n(m) are 6 therefore

the probability of observing an "m" in the text is

p (m) = n(m) / n(total)

= 6 / 95

= 0.0632

11
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2 . 6 . 2 Entropy

To illustrate entropy, the word "BiLGi" will be used as an example. First the letter

frequencies are calculated and they are;

pCB) = 0.2

p(i) = 0.4

pel) = 0.2

peG) = 0.2

The entropy of the letter "i" in the word BiLGi is the measure of uncertainty

associated with "i". i.e. if one letter of the word BiLGi is chosen how uncertain one is that

the chosen letter is "i". The probability that it is an "i" is 0.4 , so the entropy H (i) is,

H 0) = - ( 0.4 10g(0.4) )

= 0.52877

Similarly the entropy of "L" is H (L) and is equal to

H(L) = - ( ( 0.2 log (0.2) )

= 0.46439

The uncertainty associated with i is more because the probability is close to

0.5. For the letter L, since the probability is 0.2 one can almost be sure that the selected

letter is not L, therefore resulting in less uncertainty and less entropy.

12
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CHAPTER 3 : CRYPTOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

3 . 1 Introduction

This chapter is written to give some insight and information about cryptology; its

vocabulary the uses and applications.

Cryptology originates from the two Greek words; cryptos meanmg secret, and

logos meaning science. Since historical times, the need to hide or protect information from

unauthorized ones has been a major concern. For example; in times of war, one of the

fighting sides may need to get a message to it's allies and they have to make sure that the

message in concern is not to be seen or heard by its opponents. They can do this in many

ways such as; having a messenger memorize a text and reveal it only to those who are

authorized, use means of media and hope that no eavesdroppers are around, or to arrange

the message in such a way that even if it is intercepted by others, the meaning will not be

fully or thoroughly understood.

The last choice, but not the least, seems to be the best way of all. The drawbacks of

the other two ways is; if a messenger is trapped by an opponent he/she may reveal the

message under extraordinary circumstances such as torture or threat. The second way has

its disadvantages that one can only hope for the best, but it must not be forgotten that

hoping for the best brings along expecting the worst.

It is cryptology which makes it possible for people to arrange the information in

such a way that, when intercepted by others, rather than the one(s) intended to receive it,

does not make any sense.
13



3 . 2 The need for cryptology

Today cryptology is known as the science of secret and secure communication. The

need for security in national or international communication, in military or diplomatic

disciplines has been achieved by the secrecy that cryptology provides.

Computer systems and huge networks used in our daily lives has brought up the

need to protect the information, from the unauthorized ones, and people who would destroy

it. As a result of this, security has become more and more important.

Cryptology has been the answer to the need for secrecy and authentication and was

mostly used by military purposes. Nowadays, if not secret but delicate information is

transferred from one network to another such as health, insurance, credit card etc. records.

These records are considered and should be kept private and need to be protected against

alterations by unauthorized people. This privacy and protection is provided by cryptology.

3 . 3 Definitions

Cryptology or the science of secrecy is studied under two topics - Cryptography the

scienceof ciphering and Cryptanalysis - cipher breaking.

3 . 3 . 1 Cryptography

A message is called a plaintext, or sometimes referred as the cleartext. The process

of disguising a message in such a way as to hide its substance is named enciphering or

14



encryption. An enciphered text is called a ciphertext or cryptogram. The process of

converting a ciphertext into plaintext ,by all legal means is, deciphering or decryption.' It

must be noted that deciphering is not as same as cipher breaking, which is totally a different

activity.

Cryptography involves the act of producing a ciphertext - enciphering; such that

when intercepted by unauthorized people it will not reveal its true meaning, and the act of

obtaining the plaintext from ciphertext by legal means - deciphering. People practicing this

science, cryptography, are called cryptographers.

3 . 3 . 1 . 1 Algorithms

When converting a plaintext into a ciphertext, cryptographers use different kind of

algorithms which are also called keys. These algorithms are nothing but some set of

transformation or substitution functions. The same holds true when a ciphertext is being

deciphered. All of these algorithms used in the processes of ciphering and deciphering are

called the cryptosystem.

3 . 3 . 1 . 2 Classification of Cryptosystems

Cryptosystems are classified according to the keyes) used 10 enciphering and

deciphering.

I Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography, Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C, p.l
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3 . 3 . 1 . 2 . 1 Symmetric Cryptosystems

If the key used in enciphering and deciphering are the same then the cryptosystem is

said to be symmetric.

To formulate this:

Message or plaintext

Encryption algorithm

Encryption key

Enciphered text

Denoted by M or P which can

be stream of bits, digital image etc. or

simply the message to be encrypted.

Denoted by E.

K

C

The encryption key used to encipher a message may be anyone of the finite number

of keys which make up the key space. So it is the cryptographer's choice to select the

specific key to be used. This results in a new definition for the encryption function or a

better way to state is:

Encryption function Ek which must be a function

that has an inverse.

Ek operates on M to produce C. To show this mathematically:

Ek (M) = C

can be written.

As for the decryption process a new function is needed to be defined;

Decryption algorithm : Dk

Dk will operate on the ciphertext to obtain the original message, or mathematically;

16
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DdC)=M

or

As can be noted, the key used for both processes is the same, (k), which makes the

cryptosystem symmetrical.

3.3. 1 .3 Asymmetrical Cryptosystems (Public-Key Cryptosystems)

In some cases the keys used for enciphering and deciphering are different from each

other. The different key usage makes the type of the cryptosystem be called as asymmetric

or public-key. With these systems, the encryption key is made public, i.e. any person has

access to the encryption key (also called public key). He or she can use this key to encrypt

a message, but this encrypted message can only be decrypted by the specific person who

has the corresponding decryption key. This is why the decryption key is called the private

key in such systems. With new definitions;

Encryption key

Decryption key

Plaintext, ciphertext, encryption and decryption functions being the same as the

ones defined in the previous part, the system works as;

Ekl operates on M to produce the ciphertext C:

Ek1 (M) = C

Then D k2 operates on C to obtain the original plaintext M.
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or

3 . 3 . 2 Cryptanalysis

The whole point of cryptography is to keep the plaintext, or the key, or both, secret

from eavesdroppers, intruders, interceptors or as generally called the enemies.2 These

people are assumed to have access to the communication between the sender and the

receIver.

Cryptanalysis is the science of recovering the plaintext of an enciphered message

without having a legal access to the key. People who are practicing this science are called

cryptanalysts. A successful cryptanalyst may recover the key and then use this key to obtain

the plaintext or sometimes even in the absence of any knowledge of the key may recover

the plaintext.

Nowadays the science of cryptanalysis holds within itself many sciences that may

seem to be irrelevant to one another such as; Probability Theory, Statistics, Information

Theory, Thermodynamics, Linguistics, and Computer Sciences, which on the other hand

are interconnected to each other by means of mathematical equalities. The broad field of

2 Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography, Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C, p.5
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sciences that cryptanalysis contains in itself explains the state of the art that it has reached.

Keeping in mind the aim in concern, from time to time it is named as "Black Art" .3

Any attempted act of cryptanalysis is called an attack. Based on the assumption

that the cryptanalyst has complete knowledge of the encryption algorithm used, attacks are

classified into four groups; ciphertext-only, known-plaintext, chosen-plaintext, and

adaptive-chosen-plaintext attacks.

3 . 3 . 2 . 1 Ciphertext-only Attack

The cryptanalyst has the ciphertexts of several messages, which all have been

encrypted by the use of the same encryption algorithm. When this is the case, the

cryptanalyst may choose to recover as many original plaintexts of these cryptograms or a

better choice may be to deduce the keyes) which were used to encrypt the messages. Once

the keyes) is(are) obtained then any message encrypted with it can easily be decrypted to

obtain the corresponding original plaintex. Shortly;

Aim : Obtain MI, M2, .... ,Mi; k;

or an algorithm that will produce Pi+l from C+l = Ek (Pi+l)

3 . 3 . 2 . 2 Known-plaintext Attack

The cryptanalyst does not only has access to the ciphertext of several messages he

3 James Bamford, The Puzzle Palace, pp. 5-55
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also has plaintext of those several messages. What he has to do is simply find the keyes)

which was used to encrypt the messages, or come up with an algorithm which will decrypt

any new message encrypted with the same keyes).

Given : MI ,CI = Ek (MI), M2 ,C2 = Ek (M2), , Mj Cj = Ek (Mj)

Aim : Obtain k;

or an algorithm that will produce Pi+1from Cj+1 = Ek (Pj+l)

3 . 3 . 2 . 3 Chosen-plaintext Attack

The cryptanalyst does not only have access to ciphertexts and plaintexts of several

messages, he also chooses the plaintext that is encrypted. This is more powerful than a

known-plaintext attack because the cryptanalyst can choose specific plaintext blocks to

encrypt, ones which are likely to yield more information about the key. His job is simply

find the keyes) which was used to encrypt the messages, or come up with an algorithm

which will decrypt any new message encrypted with the same keyes).

Given : Mj ,CI = Ek (Ml),M2 ,C2 = Ek (M2), , Mj Cj = Ek (Mj)

where the cryptanalyst gets to choose from MI, M2, .... , Mj

Aim : Obtain k;

or an algorithm that will produce Pj+1 from C+I = Ek (Pi+1)

20



3 . 3 . 2 . 4 Adaptive chosen-plaintext Attack

This is a special case of chosen-plaintext attack. The cryptanalyst, together with the

choice of plaintext that is encrypted, can also modify his selection based on the results of

the previous encryption. To make the distinction more clear; the cryptanalyst may choose a

smaller part of a plaintext than he does in chosen-plaintext attack, and depending on the

result of this analysis, he may choose a larger block the next time, even a larger block the

following time, and so on.

Besides these, there are three other, not generally recognized, groups of attacks:

3 . 3 . 2 . 5 Chosen-ciphertext Attack

The cryptanalyst can choose different ciphertexts to be decrypted and he has access

to the decrypted plaintext. An example would be that the cryptanalyst has access to the

machine/system that does the decryption automatically. Then what he is to determine is, the

key.

Aim : Obtain k

3 . 3 . 2 . 6 Chosen-key Attack

The name of the attack is misleading so it does not imply that the cryptanalyst can

choose the key. It is described as the situation where the cryptanalyst has some knowledge
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about the relationship between different keys. This type of attack is strange and obscure,

and also not practical. 4

3.3.2.7 Rubber-hose Cryptanalysis

This is the case in which the cryptanalyst threatens, blackmails, or tortures someone

who has access to the key, or even bribe him to give him the key. Getting the key by

bribery is sometimes called purchase-key attack. All of these attacks, though not ethical, are

all very powerful and often best way to break an algorithm.

3 . 4 Security of Algorithms

Depending on how hard it is to break an algorithm, constitutes its degree of security.

Founder's of cryptographic algorithms may consider themselves safe under the following

conditions:

If the cost required to break an algorithm exceeds the value of the data that

is encrypted.

If the time required to break an algorithm IS longer than the time the

encrypted data should and must remain secret.

If the amount of data encrypted with a single key IS less than the data

required to break the algorithm.

As for the cryptanalysis point of view; the value of the data to be obtained after

deciphering, should and always be less than the cost to break the security protecting it.

4 Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography, Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C, p.7
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According to Lars Knudsen, different catagories of breaking algorithms are

classified in decreasing order of severity are: 5

1) Total break. The cryptanalyst finds the key K, such that

DdC)=M.

2) Global Detection. The cryptanalyst finds an alternate algorithm, A,

equivalent to Dk (C) without knowing k.

3) Instance (local) deduction. The cryptanalyst finds the plaintext of an

intercepted ciphertext.

4) Information deduction. The cryptanalyst gains some information about

the key or plaintext, which can be a few bits of the key, some information

about the form of the plaintext, etc.

3 . 4 • 1 Unconditional and Computational Security

No matter how much ciphertext a cyptanalyst intercepts, if there is not enough

information for him to recover the original plaintext, the algorithm used to produce the

ciphertext is considered unconditionally secure.

An algorithm is considered to be computationally secure, if it cannot be broken with

any resources available 6 either existing or have a chance to be found in the future.

5 Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography, Protocols, Algorithms, and Source Code in C, p.8

6 This term is left to interpretation with the attacks summarized earlier.
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3 . 5 Complexity of an Attack

The complexity of an attack is usually taken to be the minimum of the three factors

listed below:

1) The amount of data needed as input to the attack; data complexity.

2) The time it takes to perform the attack; sometimes called the work factor but

more often referred as processing complexity.

3) The amount of memory needed to perform the attack; storage requirements.
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CHAPTER 4 : ANALYSIS OF TURKEY TURKISH WORDS BY DISCRETE

MARKOV PROCESSES

4 . 1 Markov Processes

Using a zero order approach to obtain the probability of observing a certain

word say "BiLGi" can be explained as follows:

Each letter can be considered as a random variable and these random variables

forming a function, a word. For the zero order approach all letters are independent and

are not a function of the letters before them. Since this is the case, the marginal

probabilities are to be considered, i.e. the letter frequencies. The probability of

observing the word "BiLGi" among all 5-letter words in a plaintext depends on the

product of individual probabilities of the letters. Or :

p (BiLGi) = pCB)p(i) peL) peG) pO)

Using numerical results of a cryptanalytical measure study, the probability of

occurrence of the word BiLGi is ;

p (BiLGi) = (0.0295) (0.0827) (0.0575) (0.0134) (0.0827)

= 1.5546 E - 07

pCB) for example is the ratio of the total number of B's counted within the text to the

total number ofletters that make up the text, i.e. the relative frequency of B.

A first order Markov Process approach tells that the process is independent of

past states if its present state is known. So each state is dependent on the state that it

precedes. Applying this approach to the word "BiLGi" , the letter B does not follow

any letter so one has to consider its marginal probability. The letter L is followed by i
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(the first i ) so the probability to be considered is the conditional probability of L

known that the letter it follows is i . So the probability of observing the word "BiLGi"

among all 5-letter words in a plaintext is :

p (BiLGi) = p (B) PB(i) Pi(L) PL(G) PG(i)

PB(i) = p (i I B) = p(Bi) I pCB)

p(Bi) is the ratio of total number ofBi's found in the text to the total number of2-letter

combinations.

4.2 Consonant - Vowel (c-v) Patterns

Among the letters in the Turkey Turkish alphabet a, e, 1, i, 0, 0, u, li are

classified as vowels, and the rest is named as consonants. To obtain the c-v pattern for

example say the word "BiLGi" one substitutes c for all consonants (B, L, G), and v for

vowels (i's).

(BiLGi)cv = CVCCV

For joint and conditional probabilities these patterns are used instead of the

letters that make up the words. The results obtained are all based on the c-v patterns

that the words or modified phrases represent.

The joint probability of the occurrence word BiLGi of the 0 order approach is

p(BiLGi) = p(CVCCV) = p (C) p(V) P(C) P(C) p(V)

A first order approach for the conditional probability would be ;

p(CVCCV)! = p(C) p(V/C) p(C/C) p(C/V)
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4.3 Analysis

The results of the study by Ass. Prof. Dr. Ahmet Hasan KOLTUKSUZ, (the

probability of 1 to 5 letter long c-v patterns) were used to obtain the conditional

probabilities of c-v patterns. The overall results are turned into a table (Table 1).

The entries in bold letters are the results deducted from the original table formed

by Dr. Koltuksuz's works. They are the conditional probabilities obtained by the use of

marginal probabilities.

To make the concept clearer here is an example how the new entries are

deducted:

The total number of vowels that were present in the bundle of text is

n(v)=2.283.0 12, where as the total number of letters vowel or consonant added up to

n(t)=5.321.885. Therefore applying the concept of relative frequency, or since the

number is high enough the word probability can be used, probability of observing a v

all through the text is p(v) = n(v) / net) = 2.283.012/5.321.885 = 0,428986.

To obtain the conditional probability values the procedure used is as follows;

The conditional probability of observing a v, knowing that the letter coming

before that is a v, can be stated as the conditional probability ofv given v and denoted

as Pv(v). Applying the concept of conditional probability

Pv(v) = n(vv) / n(v) ;

n(vv) is the total ofvv combinations in the bundle of text (taken from the

second series of rows in the table)

n(v) is the total number of v's in the text.

So pvCv)= 105.043/2.283.012 = 0,046011
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Table 1. Conditional probabilities for the Markov Orders and

Related Entropies of Turkey Turkish Words

Known frequencyprobabilitygiven: vgiven: csum

v

22830120,4289860,0460110,9539891,0000

c

30388730,5710140,7167030,2832971,0000

Sum

53218851,000000

Known frequencyprobabilitygiven: vgiven: csum

vv

1050430,0197380,0094440,9905561,0000

vc

21779690,4092480,6111860,3888141,0000

cv

21779690,4092480,0477740,9522261,0000

cc

8609030,1617670,9836460,0163541,0000

Sum

53218841,000000

Known frequencyprobabilitygiven: vgiven: csum

vvv

9920,0001860,0030240,9969761,0000

vvc

1040510,0195520,5429550,4570451,0000

vcv

13311440,2501270,0454890,9545111,0000

vcc

8468240,1591210,9836390,0163611,0000

cvv

1040510,0195520,0095050,9904951,0000

cvc

20739180,3896960,6146090,3853901,0000

ccv

8468240,1591210,0513660,9486341,0000

ccc

140790,0026450,9840900,0159101,0000

Sum

53218831,000000
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Table 1. Conditional probabilities for the Markov Orders and

Related Entropies of Turkey Turkish Words (Continued)

Known frequencyprobabilitygiven: vgiven: csum

vvvv

30,0000010,0000001,0000001,0000

vvvc

9890,0001860,6188070,3811931,0000

vvcv

564950,0106160,0440220,9559781,0000

vvcc

475560,0089360,9785730,0214271,0000

vcvv

605530,0113780,0089670,9910331,0000

vcvc

12705910,2387480,5973920,4026071,0000

vccv

8329690,1565180,0515300,9484701,0000

vccc

138550,0026030,9855650,0144351,0000

cvvv

9890,0001860,0030330,9969671,0000

cvvc

1030620,0193660,5422270,4577731,0000

cvcv

12746490,2395110,0455550,9544451,0000

cvcc

7992680,1501850,9839400,0160601,0000

ccvv

434980,0081730,0102530,9897471,0000

ccvc

8033260,1509480,6418420,3581581,0000

cccv

138550,0026030,0415010,9584991,0000

cccc

2240,0000420,8928570,1071431,0000

Sum

53218821,000000

The number of words that the analysis was performed over adds up to 21,395.

To make the method clear, some examples are listed below:

One letter words

word

c-v pattern

number of letters

Markov order

p(v)

o

v

o

0.428986
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Two letter words

word

e-v pattern

number of letters

Markov order

p(v)p(e):

Markov order

Three letter words

word

e-v pattern

number of letters

Markov order

p(v)p(e)p(v) :

Markov order

p(v)Pv( e)Pc(v)

Markov order

p( ve )Pvc(v)

Four letter words

word

e-v pattern

number of letters

Markov order

p(e)p(v)p(e)p(v)

Markov order

p( e)Pc(v )pvCe)Pc(v)

Markov order

p( ev )Pcv(e)Pvc(v)

Markov order

p( eve )Pcvc(v)

et

ve

2

o

0.048986 * 0.571014 = 0.244957

1

0.428986 * 0.953989 = 0.409248

aba

vev

3

o

0.105083

1

0.233309

2

0.250127

baea

evev

4

o

0.600004

1

0.279813

2

0.238177

3

0.239511
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Five letter words

word

engm

c-v pattern

vccvc

number of letters

5

Markov order

0

p(v)p(c)p(c)p(v)p(c)

0.034263

Markov order

1

p(v)pv(C)pc(C)pc(v)pv(C):

0.079270

Markov order

2

p(vc)pvc(C)pcc(v)pcv(c):

0.149042

Markov order

3

p( vcc)pvcc(v)pccv(c)

0.148478

Markov order

4

p(vccv )PvccvCc)

0.148453

4 . 4 Presentation of the analysis

The analysis was performed over 21,395 words of different word lengths.

Assuming the average word length is 4 letters, in order to display the results, in the

standard form chosen requires 7 lines;

1 line for the word itself

1 line for its c-v pattern

1 line for the word length

4 lines for 0 to 3rd order approach results and relevant entropic values.

The fourth chapter with a rough estimate would be consisting of 149,765 lines.

A standard A4 sheet can take up to almost 50 lines with the text written in Arial 10. To

display the results of this specific analysis one copy requires 3,000 standard A4 sheets,

which is equal to 6 A4 packs of paper.
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Due to the time that it would take to print out, the finance the process demands,

and the fact that 5 copies are to be made, the results are compressed with the use of

WinZip software and then saved on a 3 Yz floppy disk.

4 . 5 Examples from the Analysis

Since it was not efficient to display all the results, some examples were selected

from some letters to give some idea about the conditional probabilities of c-v patterns.

They are presented in Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER 5 : COMMENTS and FURTHER STUDIES

5 . 1 Comments

If the conditional probability and conditional entropy values are analyzed, it can

be seen that starting from 2nd order and on, these probability and entropy values are

very close to each other and in most cases they are exactly the same. (i.e. through 0, I sr,

and 2nd orders the probability changes, then stays almost the same through 3rd and 4th

orders.)

This can be interpreted as follows;

No matter how many characters are in a word, if one knows the first three letters

then to make up the whole word from that three letters can be easily done. Knowing the

4th or the 5th or more letters of the word do not provide more information than knowing

the first three letters.

Reviewing the structure of Turkey Turkish words, the above conclusion is no

surprise. In order to pronounce a vowel, one needs a consonant before or after that

vowel. It is very very rare to see two vowels and/or three consonants sequentially.

With these results, a cryptanalyst may easily obtain the c-v pattern of an

enciphered text. If this study is to be done on letter basis instead of c-v pattern basis,

then a cryptanalyst may easily differentiate between the letters. For example ifhe

comes across a three letter word say b?l, looking at the entropy values he can decide

which one is most probable; bil, bul, bal, bol, b61 etc.

5 . 2 Further Studies

Although cryptanalytical measure studies in most other languages (English,

German, French etc.) have been completed, works on Turkey Turkish have started just

recently.

These results may not be meaningful all by themselves but they are obtained by

using the results of the previous study.
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The results obtained from the analysis in this thesis may well constitute basis for

another study for example analyzing the words in character format instead of c-v

patterns.

If all these results(previous, these, and future ones) are to be stored in a

database, which can perform queries and useful sorts, then all these numerical values

would have a meaning.
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SUMMARY

The Redhouse Turkish Dictionary was transferred to the electronic environment and

then gone under a filtration process. The filtration process involved all words starting with

capital letters being replaced with small case ones, spaces between idioms and two or more

word phrases being deleted to make them appear as a single word, and words that are spelled

exactly the same but carry different meanings were eliminated so that only a single one was

left in the sample space.

Cryptanalytical measures of Turkey Turkish words converted into their corresponding

c-v patterns were obtained by Markov processes approach. These measures were obtained for

0, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th degree approaches each. For each word available in the sample space

and/or dictionary;

1) The word itself

2) It's c-v pattern

3) Word length

4) Its c-v pattern's conditional probability starting from 0 order to nthorder

(n=wordlength-1 )

5) For each order the corresponding entropy values were calculated.

The number of words analyzed is 21,395.
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6ZET

Redhouse Ttirk~e sozltigti elektronik ortama aktanlml~ ve daha soma safla~tlrma

i~lemine tabii tutulmu~tur. Safla~tlrma i~leminin a~amalan slraslYla ~oyledir; btiytik harfle

ba~layan kelimeler kti~tik harflerle degi~tirilmi~, deyimler ve birden fazla sozctikten olu~an

isimler arasmdaki bo~luklar silinmi~, aym ~ekilde yazllan fakat farkh anlamlar ta~lyan

kelimelerden yanhzca bir tanesi kalmak tizere digerleri ornek uzaymdan silinmi~, son olarak

giintimUz TUrk~esi'nde kullamlmayan sozctikler elimine edilmi~tir.

TUrkiye TUrk~esi 'nde kullamlan kelimelerin kriptanalitik ol~titleri aynk Markov

yakla~lmlanyla belirlenmi~tir. Bu ol~titler slraslyla 0, 1.,2.,3. ve 4. derece yakla~lmlarla elde

edilmi~tir. Ornek uzaymda ve/veya sozltikte yer alan tUm kelimeler i~in;

1) Kelimenin kendisi

2) Sesli-sessiz deseni

3) Kelime uzunlugu

4) 0 ile n araSl yakla~lmlann her biri i~in sesli-sessiz deseninin ko~ullu olaslhk

(n=kelime uzunlugu -1)

5) Her derece i~in kar~lhk gel en entropi degerleri belirlenmi~tir.

Analiz edilen top lam sozctik saYlSl21,395 tanedir.
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APPENDIX 1. Selected examples from the analysis

Word aba

Pattern

VCV

Word Length

3

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.1050830.341562

1st.

0.2933090.519012

2nd.

0.2501270.500071

Word abaktis

Pattern

VCVCVC

Word Length

6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.1913160.456475

2nd.

0.1386160.395171

3rd.

0.1400620.397197

4th.

0.1361290.391637

Word abah

Pattern

VCVCV

Word Length

5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.025741 0.135906

1st.

0.200543 0.464862

2nd.

0.145571 0.404717

3rd.

0.146737 0.406270

4th.

0.142626 0.400735
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Word abandone

Pattern

VCVCCVCV

Word Length

8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.003600 0.029227

1st.

0.038845 0.182032

2nd.

0.053014 0.224647

3rd.

0.052769 0.223959

4"'.

0.057576 0.237120

Word abanmak

Pattern

VCVCCVC

Word Length

7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.008393 0.057883

1st.

0.054199 0.227940

2nd.

0.086740 0.305946

3rd.

0.0858570.304099

4th.

0.0897040.312052

Word :abanoz

Pattern

:VCVCVC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.1913160.456475

2nd.

0.1386160.395171

3rd.

0.1400620.397197

4th.

0.1361290.391637
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Word :abart!

Pattern

:YCYCCY

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.0568130.235072

2nd.

0.0910920.314863

3rd.

0.0905060.313680

4th.

0.0945780.321787

Word :abartill

Pattern

:YCYCCYCY

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0036000.029227

1st.

0.0388450.182032

2nd.

0.0530140.224647

3rd.

0.0527690.223959

4th.

0.0575760.237120

Word :abartilmak

Pattern

:YCYCCYCCYC

Word Length

:10

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0011740.011428

1st.

0.0104980.069013

2nd.

0.0315890.157455

3rd.

0.0308750.154914

4th.

0.0299830.151707
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Word :bulgu

Pattern

:CVCCV

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.0792700.289897

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1477280.407579

4th.

0.1477730.407639

Word :bulgur

Pattern

:CVCCVC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.111041

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.1419210.399769

3rd.

0.1401400.397305

4th.

0.1401580.397331

Word :bulmaca

Pattern

:CVCCVCV

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227939

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0861310.304673

4th.

0.0899590.312571
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Word :bulmak

Pattern

:CVCCVC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.1 I I041

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.1419210.399769

3rd.

0.1401400.397305

4th.

0.1401580.397331

Word :bulug

Pattern

:CVCVC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.2669390.508630

2nd.

0.2267980.485466

3rd.

0.2286160.486724

4th.

0.2286000.486713

Word :buluny

Pattern

:CVCVCC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.1 I I041

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.0881820.308935

3rd.

0.088 I060.308778

4th.

0.0920360.316756
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Word :bulundurmak

Pattern

:CVCYCCYCCYC

Word Length

:11

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0006700.007067

1st.

0.0100150.066518

2nd.

0.0300800.152057

3rd.

0.0295650.150189

4th.

0.0287090.147057

Word :bulunmak

Pattern

:CVCYCCYC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0047930.036926

1st.

0.0517050.220965

2nd.

0.0825960.297163

3rd.

0.0822130.296336

4th.

0.0858910.304171

Word :bulunmaz

Pattern

:CVCVCCYC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0047930.036926

1st.

0.0517050.220965

2nd.

0.0825960.297163

3rd.

0.0822130.296336

4th.

0.0858910.304171
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Word :buluntu

Pattern

:CVCVCCV

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227939

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0866650.305789

4th.

0.0905580.313785

Word :enzlm

Pattern

:VCCVC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.0792700.289898

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1484780.408564

4th.

0.1484530.40853 I

Word :epey

Pattern

:VCVC

Word Length

:4

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0600040.243544

1st.

0.2798140.514147

2nd.

0.2381770.493001

3rd.

0.2387490.493359
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Word :epeyce

Pattern

:VCVCCV

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.0568130.235072

2nd.

0.0910920.314863

3rd.

0.0905060.313680

4th.

0.0945780.321787

Word :epik

Pattern

:vcvc

Word Length

:4

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0600040.243544

1st.

0.2798140.514147

2nd.

0.2381770.493001

3rd.

0.2387490.493359

Word :eprimek

Pattern

:VCCVCVC

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227940

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0871050.306705

4th.

0.0909430.314561
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Word :er

Pattern

:YC

Word Length

:2

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.2449570.497116

1st.

0.4092480.527501

Word :erat

Pattern

:YCYC

Word Length

:4

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0600040.243544

1st.

0.2798140.514147

2nd.

0.2381770.493001

3rd.

0.2387490.493359

Word :erbap

Pattern

:YCCYC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.0792700.289898

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1484780.408564

4th.

0.1484530.408531
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Word :erba~

Pattern

:VCCVC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.0792700.289898

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1484780.408564

4th.

0.1484530.408531

Pattern :VCCVCV

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.0568130.235072

2nd.

0.0910920.314863

3rd.

0.0912560.315192

4th.

0.0952830.323166

Word :iytUzuk

Pattern

:VCCVCVC

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227940

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0871050.306705

4th.

0.0909430.314561
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Word :ir;:yagl

Pattern

:YCCYCY

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.0568130.235072

2nd.

0.0910920.314863

3rd.

0.0912560.315192

4th.

0.0952830.323166

Word :lr;:yapi

Pattern

:YCCYCY

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0146980.089487

1st.

0.0568130.235072

2nd.

0.0910920.314863

3rd.

0.0912560.315192

4th.

0.0952830.323166

Word :ir;:yUz

Pattern

:YCCYC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.0792700.289898

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1484780.408564

4th.

0.14845300408531
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Word :idam

Pattern

:YCYC

Word Length

:4

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0600040.243544

1st.

0.2798140.514147

2nd.

0.2381770.493001

3rd.

0.2387490.493359

Word :idame

Pattern

:YCYCY

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0257410.135906

1st.

0.2005430.464862

2nd.

0.1455710.404717

3rd.

0.1467370.406270

4th.

0.1426260.400735

Word :idamhk

Pattern

:YCYCCYC

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227940

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0858570.304099

4th.

0.0897040.312052
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Word :idare

Pattern

:YCYCY

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0257410.135906

1st.

0.20054300464862

2nd.

0.1455710.404717

3rd.

0.14673700406270

4th.

0.1426260.400735

Word :idareci

Pattern

:YCYCYCY

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0063050.046087

1st.

0.1371170.393049

2nd.

0.0847200.301701

3rd.

0.0860840.304574

4th.

0.0813220.294403

Word :idare1i

Pattern

:YCYCYCY

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0063050.046087

1st.

0.1371170.393049

2nd.

0.0847200.301701

3rd.

0.0860840.304574

4th.

0.0813220.294403
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Word :idareten

Pattern

:YCYCYCYC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0036000.029227

1st.

0.1308080.383853

2nd.

0.0806730.292985

3rd.

0.0821680.296238

4th.

0.0776180.286213

Word :kolaylanmak

Pattern

:CYCYCCYCCYC

Word Length

:11

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0006700.007067

1st.

0.0100150.066518

2nd.

0.0300800.152057

3rd.

0.0295650.150189

4th.

0.0287090.147057

Word :kolayla~mak

Pattern

:CYCYCCYCCYC

Word Length

:11

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0006700.007067

1st.

0.0100150.066518

2nd.

0.0300800.152057

3rd.

0.0295650.150189

4th.

0.0287090.147057
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Word :kolay la~tJrtcl

Pattern

:CVCVCCVCCVCVCV

Word Length

:14

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0000700.000972

1st.

0.0049080.037646

2nd.

0.0107000.070043

3rd.

0.0106600.069840

4th.

0.0105060.069054

Word :kolayla~tlrmak

Pattern

:cvcvccvccvccvc

Word Length

:14

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0000940.001255

1st.

0.0019400.017478

2nd.

0.0109550.071341

3rd.

0.0106320.069697

4th.

0.0095960.064325

Word :kolayhk

Pattern

:CVCVCCVC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0047930.036926

1st.

0.0517050.220965

2nd.

0.0825960.297163

3rd.

0.0822130.296336

4th.

0.0858910.304171
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Word :kolboregi

Pattern

:CYCCVCYCY

Word Length

:9

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0020560.018351

1st.

0.0370570.176175

2nd.

0.0504820.217480

3rd.

0.0505290.217615

4th.

0.0512930.219795

Word :kolcu

Pattern

:CVCCV

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765-1st.
0.0792700.289897

2nd.

0.1490420.409300

3rd.

0.1477280.407579

4th.

0.1477730.407639

Word :kolyak

Pattern

:CVCCVC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.111041

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.1419210.399769

3rd.

0.1401400.397305

4th.

0.1401580.397331
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Word :kolda~

Pattern

:CVCCYC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.lllO41

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.1419210.399769

3rd.

0.1401400.397305

4th.

0.1401580.397331

Word :kolej

Pattern

:CVCYC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.2669390.508630

2nd.

0.2267980.485466

3rd.

0.2286160.486724

4th.

0.2286000.486713

Word :saglr

Pattern

:CVCVC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.2669390.508630

2nd.

0.2267980.485466

3rd.

0.2286160.486724

4th.

0.2286000.486713
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Word :saglrla~mak

Pattern

:CVCVCCVCCVC

Word Length

: 11

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0006700.007067

1st.

0.0100150.0665 I8

2nd.

0.0300800.152057

3rd.

0.0295650.150189

4th.

0.0287090.147057

Word :saglrhk

Pattern

:CVCVCCVC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0047930.036926

1st.

0.0517050.220965

2nd.

0.0825960.297163

3rd.

0.0822130.296336

4th.

0.08589 I0.304171

Word :sagi~

Pattern

:CVCVC

Word Length

:5

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0342630.166765

1st.

0.2669390.508630

2nd.

0.2267980.485466

3rd.

0.2286160.486724

4th.

0.2286000.486713
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Word :saglam

Pattern

:CYCCYC

Word Length

:6

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0195650.111041

1st.

0.0756230.281698

2nd.

0.1419210.399769

3rd.

0.1401400.397305

4th.

0.1401580.397331

Word :saglama

Pattern

:CYCCYCY

Word Length

:7

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0083930.057883

1st.

0.0541990.227939

2nd.

0.0867400.305946

3rd.

0.0861310.304673

4th.

0.0899590.312571

Word :sag1amak

Pattern

:CYCCYCYC

Word Length

:8

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0047930.036926

1st.

0.0517050.220965

2nd.

0.0825960.297163

3rd.

0.0822130.296336

4th.

0.0858610.304108
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Word :saglamlamak

Pattern

:CVCCVCCVCVC

Word Length

:11

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0006700.007067

1st.

0.0100150.066518

2nd.

0.0300800.152057

3rd.

0.0295650.150189

4th.

0.0286990.147020

Word :saglamla~mak

Pattern

:CVCCVCCVCCVC

Word Length

:12

Order

MarkovEntropy

Oth.

0.0003830.004345

1st.

0.0028370.024007

2nd.

0.0188230.107881

3rd.

0.0181230.104860

4"'.

0.0156590.093903
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